
Art 220 Typography – Quiz II (from: Typography Referenced, pages 122 – 233) 
 
First & Last Name (Print):         ________________________________________ 
 
1.  Some of the largest and best-known [type] foundries include “__________”, Bitstream and 
Monotype Imaging. 
2. Dutch Designer “__________” founded the Netherlands-based [type] foundry, Exljbris, in 
2004 after years of designing typefaces for his personal use and posting them online for free. 
3. Joshua Darden founded the “__________” -based type foundry, The Darden Studio, in 2004… 
It advertises a holistic approach to design, integrating other areas of interest such as painting, 
metalworking, and writing into daily activities. 
4. Type “__________” have long enabled printers and designers to see an entire character set in a 
range of sizes. 
5. Like many of the Transitional faces, the font has clarity for easy readability without drawing 
much attention to itself. However, it possesses various widths throughout the alphabet that can 
make for unsightly kerning pairs… Other unique characters include its Q, with an organic tail that 
sits below the baseline, an attribute that has prompted some designers to use “__________” 
whenever they need a capital Q. 
6. “__________” designed many of the Modern typefaces during the forty-five years he worked 
as the director of printing and publishing at the house of the Duke of Parma in Italy. In the late 
1790’s, he began experimenting with ways to use mathematics and geometry in his type designs. 
Combining those interests with his skill as a masterful engraver allowed “__________” to 
render the sharp, hairline serifs that became his signature (*Note: these blanks are the same 
answer). 
7. “__________” championed the sole use of sans serif typefaces during the 1920’s, when most 
designers were focused on function instead of decoration. This preference continued into the mid-
twentieth century when proponents of the Swiss International Style put more emphasis on strict 
composition with sans serif typefaces and gridded layout systems. 
8. “__________” has existed as a typographic style for centuries. It is a hybrid of both 
Carolingian and Old English writing, bearing resemblance to ancient scribes’ handcrafted writing 
from ninth century Italy and France, and as far east as Germany. 
9. “__________” first appeared in 1927, methodically drawn using many of the geometric traits 
that Futura possessed: circles, squares, and triangles. During the 1920’s, it became synonymous 
with the design aesthetic of the time, including Art Deco ornamentation and extravagance. 
10. Also called “__________”, square serif, or mechanistic, these nineteenth-century typefaces 
grew out of the Industrial Revolution and became prevalent in advertising campaigns that called 
for large, attention-getting slogans… Rudolf Wolf designed Memphis in 1929 for the D. Stempel 
AG Foundry as the first “__________” revival. (*Note: these blanks are the same answer). 
11. In Western cultures the “__________” refers to this ratio between two numbers: 1:1.618. It 
has been represented as a:b = b:(a+b). The proportion has been used since ancient times, even 
identified in ancient Greek architecture and art. It is said to create harmonious relationships 
between graphic elements placed on the page, and it has been used for the express purpose of 
generating printed formats for books, posters, and brochures. 
12. Typographic “__________” refers to the level of importance expressed by a piece of text in 
its environment, whether print-based or on screen. A variety of factors many indicate 
“__________:” letterform size, letterform weight, letterform design characteristics, text color, 
text contrast with the background, text position and orientation on the page or screen, and general 
mass (*Note: these blanks are the same answer). 
 
Answers to select and place: 
 
Jan Tschichold      Blackletter     golden section      Adobe      hierarchy     Brooklyn, New York 
 
Giambattista Bodoni      specimens      Kabel      Egyptian      Baskerville      Jos Buivenga     
 
Closing Quote: (from Typography Referenced, sample text on multiple pages): “A designer’s job 
will become even more challenging as the quality of information and noise increases during the 
twenty-first century.”  


